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(PROPER)

all Questions Tirne: Two hours

. Slate the Coulomb's lau and Gauss,s rau in Electric field.

(a) A total amount of charge Q is unilbrmly djstributed along a thin, straight,
plastic rod of length L. Find the electric force acting ot a point charge q

iocated at a poini P, at a horizontal distallce d fronl one er1d of the rod.

(b) A spherical conductor of radirs o carrying a charge e1 is surrounded by a con-

centric spherical conducting sheet of radius D and carryilg a charge e2, both
conductors being insulated. Find the potentiai at a point between the spheres.

If the inner conductor is connected by a 6ne insulated condricting wire passug

through a sma,ll holc in the outef conductor to a distant uncharged and insu_

lated sphedcal conductor of radius .) prove that the latter. rvill be raised to a- e.b + e,o
porenl al . -i-a 
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A total cha.rge Q is distributed along a straiglrt roJ of length t. ltrrd ,1.,"

potential at a point P at a vcrtical distance h from the mid point of the rod.

Prove that the electric potential d at a point 'P $,ith position vector 1' form the
dipole moment p is given by
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(b) State the Poisson's equa,tiou in electric fr€ld.

Show that the solution of the equation V'?d : 0 in rectangular

given by

p : 
"+t" "+;l:"t "+l&lF 

z 
,

where a and p are axbitrary constants.

(a) Using Ampere's circuit law and Biot-Savart law, prove that V?d = 0

is scala,r potential,

mass ma are accelerated from rest by a uniform nragnetic field

circulax paths. The ra.dii of the trajectories of the particles ,4 and B

2R, respectively. The direction of the magnetic field is perpendi

velocity of the partlcle. Show that r/zA : rTlE = 1 | 8.

Q4. (a) Define the terms magnetic flux density and the magnetic dipole.

Show that V.?:0 in 
"pu"., 

*here B is the magnetic 6elci.

(b) Show that the equivalence between Biot Savart and Ampere's

brought out by determining the magnetic field .B due to an j

conductor carrying a steady current througL it.

(c) Particie A with charge q and mass m/, and paxticle B with ch

(b) If the magnetic field nolnal to the plane of a circular coil of ri turns

r which canies a current .I is rneasured on the E"xis of the coil. shox'

magnetic 6eld at a small distance ,b from the center of the coil is

lonl /, 3h2\tt 
-tt, \ ,-2 I,'/ where r >> h.

(c) An amount of charge Q is uniformly\distributed over a disk of radiue

disk spins about its axis with angular velocity &,, Find the

moment of the diEk.


